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Sun, wind and water - a way
g
to relax, a way of living and enjoyin
ese
life. Catch & Relax wants to put th
feelings across to its guests...

Our motto is that our guests shall get to experience the best of
Stockholm’s wonderful archipelago in close, an experience a bit
out of the ordinary.

Combine your conference with some hours of fishing or round
off your fishing day with a nice dinner in the archipelago. We
help you with all nescessary contacts.

To fish in the Stockholm Archipelago is so much more than just
fishing, it is an opportunity to experience the nature in close,
to learn a bit about how the fish is living and how to catch it.
This is an outdoor activity, not so dependent of the weather, an
activity witch is relaxing and at the same time, full of action.

One telephone call is needed, we take care of the rest. Our
policy is to come back to you within short, most of the time
the same day with a proposal.

We have put a lot of effort in order to have absolute top quality
equipment and the latest techique there is on the market. Our
boats are built for its purpose, large, stabil and equiped for
fishing. Our guides have all education required. We fish as long
as the waters are open and its is not too cold.

Welcome to call us on +46-8-544 913 20, +46-70-509 61 11 or
send us a message on info@catchrelax.se

what we can do for you...
Catch & Relax offers a total experience in the beautiful archipelago of
Stockholm. Our core business is fishing
and most of our arrangement are built
around this together with other cooperation partners such as restaurants,
hotells, conference establishment and
other activity companies.
To fish is much more than just fishing,
it´s exploring nature, having a nice
time with family, friends and collagues.
We do belly boat fishing, spinn- and
flyfishing, vertical jigging and jerk. We
fish for pike, perch, zander and sea
trout.
Here comes some examples of what
we can offer you!
Company arrangement - Fishig is a perfect activity for team building, a superb
customer activity, an alternative to the
more traditional conference. Invite your
best customers for a day in the archipelago or arrange a fishing competition.
End the day at a nice restaurant and
after dinner we drive you home again.

Family fishing - Take your son or daughter out for a lovely day together at sea.
A unforgettable day, a mini vacation!

Fishing in the summer – warm, nice and
comfortable. Enjoy the archipelago and
its absolute beauty. Maybe a lunch on
board or a grill dinner on the beach? We
fish for zander, pearch and pike.

Winter time - less people and less boats! You and nature! The air is more
crisp and the fishing is better. We fish
for pike and sea trout.

City fishing - You do not have to go far
to be able to fish very near to down
town Stockholm. Perfect when you do
not have much time!

“Drop In” Fishing - meet new friends
A different way to go out on a guided
fishing tour. The first Sunday in every
month. We go out if we have three people signed up. Starting at 9 am in Vaxholm (45 minutes north of Stockholm)
and we ending around 5 pm.

Our Boats
Fishing
320 Open –
our flagship! Nearly
11 meters
long, 3,5
tonnes and
700 horsepower. Takes up to 7 people
fishing, 12 people for boating only. It
takes our guests, in a very comfortable
and safe way, through the archipelago to
all our favourite spots. Toilet on board.
Polar 2700
CC – also a
large fishing boat
which takes
up to 7
people
fishing, 8
persons for
boating
only. A bit more then 9 meters and 3,2
meters wide. Very comfortable and
spacey. 300 horse-power, safe, quiet,
toilette onboard.

Boat excursions - To see Stockholm
from the water side is an absloute must
when you are in Stockholm. You choose
where to go. Also, going from one place
to another in a very comfortable way is
something many people choose to do.
“After Work Fishing” - Our most popular arrangement. During the summer
season the days are longer. The fishing is
better in late afternoon and evening.
Work nearly a full day, go fishing for a
couple of hours. Sauna and dinner will
be the perfect completion.

Sea Pro 24 – takes up to 5 people fishing, 8 people for boating. Perfect to get
very close to where you want to fish,
extreme large spaces to fish from. Perfect for fly fishing. 7,21*2,69 meters,
The boat has a 4-stroke engine with 225
horse-powe, which makes almost no
sound at all. While fishing, we use our
electrical engine.

how to end the day...

There are many ways to end the day.
One thing is for sure, your will definitively get hungry when you are at sea.

When do we operate?
We go fishing literally as long as the
water is open. Usually snow and minus
degrees don’t keep us away from fishing. During the colder part of the year
the tours tend to be shorter.

“After Fishing” - end the fishing day
with something good to drink and eat,
before moving to the next spot. If you
have had a competition this will be the
perfect time to give out the prices.

You should be comfortably dressed, we
recommend good and warm shoes!

Sauna - what is more relaxing?
Restaurant - we know were to go and
we have tried them all.
Grill Dinner on a beach or rock - May to
August is the perfect time for this.

Villa HelleBo - is situated beautifully on
the island Hästholmen. It was built in
1904 and has been called the pearl of
the archipelago and has a beautiful view
over the Castle of Vaxholm. Today it is
privately owned and welcome smaller
company groups up to 12 persons, always with private chef.

The tours always include all the fishing
equipment you need, warm overalls or
life jackets - depending on season. Included are cold and hot drinks, buns and
snacks.
We will help you complete your arrangement in the archipelago. We are based in Vaxholm, which is situated 45
minutes north of Stockholm, both by car
and by boat. We can pick you up either
in Vaxholm or down town Stockholm or
wherever you wish!
Call us or send us an e-amil on
info@catchrelax.se
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